
Technical Theatre Terms 

Above: Upstage of (as in the direction, "Cross behind or above the sofa").  

Ad-lib: To extemporize during a performance.  

Amateur: One who works in the theatre without pay.  

Apron: The part of the stage projecting in front of the curtain.  

Aside: Line to audience or other character, not noticed by the other characters on stage.  

Backstage: Portion of theatre not included in auditorium and stage proper.  

Batten: Movable pipe above the stage, used for hanging scenery.  

Below: Downstage of (as in "cross in front of or below the sofa")  

Blank: Mental fade-out causing lines or business to be forgotten.  

Blocking: Putting actions to the words of the script.  

Bomb: A theatrical dud.  

Book: Play manuscript  

Booking: To hire companies or actors.  

Build: To bring a scene to a climax by increasing volume, emphasis, pace, or intensity.  

Burlesque: Exaggerated acting, often referred to as "ham"  

Business: Stage action.  

Call: Warning to actors to be ready for entrance.  

Callboard: Bulletin board backstage on which are posted important notices for actors and crews:  

Cattle call: The type of audition at which many actors are present. It is open to anyone.  

Catwalk: Ledge near overhead lights, used by electricians. 

Chorus: Group of singers, dancers, or speakers working in unison. Civic/Community Theatre: 

Noncommercial Theatre.  

Clear Stage: The command to leave stage.  

Close in: Move closer together.  

Close the cues: Shorten time spaces between the end of one character’s line and the following lines; 

pickup tempo. Also pickup cues.  

Come down: Approach part of stage nearer the audience.  

Counter: As one actor moves, another actor shifts his or her position in the opposite direction so everyone 

can be seen and no one is standing in front of anyone.  

Cover: To attempt to hide mistakes in lines or action. Also, to block another character from audience’s 

view.  

Crepe hair: Wool-like substance used for making beards.  

Cross: Actor’s movement from one part of the stage to another abbreviated by writing “X.”  

Cue: Last words of a speech, signaling another to speak or enter.  

Cue Sheet: List of cues for stage noises and light changes.  

Curtain going up: The signal to the cast that the scene is ready to begin.  

Curtain line: Imaginary line where front curtain hangs between the audience and the stage.  

Cyc/Cyclorama: A white or blue tautly stretched canvas drop or plaster dome across the back wall of the 

stage, which when lit simulates the sky. 

Director: One who oversees and orchestrates the mounting of a theatre production by unifying all aspects 

of production. He or she also tells actors where to move when giving their lines.  

Downstage: Toward the audience.  

Drop: A flat piece of fabric, generally painted and hung from a batten that forms part of the scenery.  

Fake: To seem to be doing something without doing it.  

Flats: Pieces of scenery consisting of a wood frame covered with canvas, muslin, or a hard surface used 

for walls.  



Flies: Space directly above the stage into which scenery is raised. 

Flop: Theater production that fails. 

Focus: To center attention on something. 

Fourth Wall: Imaginary wall filling in the proscenium arch though which the audience can see in and 

observe the action of the play. 

Give Stage: Move to less important position. 

Green Room: Lounge near stage used by actors, crew, and director. 

Grips: Stagehands. 

Ground Cloth: Large canvas covering floor or acting areas to muffle footsteps. 

Ground Row: Low flats set on stage floor for scenic background; generally used as bushes or grass. It can 

also be used to give the illusion of depth. 

Grouping: Arranging characters for meaningful, emotional, and best interests of the play. 

Gypsy: A dancer who goes from musical show to musical show, often in the chorus. 

Hand Props: Items that actors carry onstage for business. 

Hold: Keep positions without moving. 

House: Audience. 

In The Red: Losing money on the show. 

Interview Audition: Private audition, opposite of cattle call. 

Jury: First-night audience. 

Improvisation: Short bit with lines and action created by actor. Often used as rehearsal exercise. 

Improvise: Unprepared lines and action; often needed to cover for something unforeseen in the actual 

running of a show. 

Kill: To eliminate a piece of scenery or property from set, or to black out the lights. 

Levels: Acting areas placed higher than stage level with the use of platforms, which are at different 

heights. 

Lines: Speeches of play. 

Milk It Dry: (Slang) Squeeze the most laughs from line or expression. 

Monologue: Speech by one person. 

Notices: Reviews, clippings, dramatic criticism. 

Off-Stage: Area of the stage not enclosed by set; not visible to the audience. 

On-Stage: Portion of stage enclosed by set and visible to audience. 

Open Up: Turn more toward audience. 

Out Front: Area occupied by audience. 

Overlap: Picking up cue before previous speaker has finished. 

Pace: Timing of lines and action. 

Papering The House: Filling the theatre for a performance with friendly reviewers. 

Panning: Unfavorable reviewing. 

Pit: Orchestra area, generally in front of the apron in modern theatres. 

Pickup Cues: To begin speaking immediately on the last word of the previous speaker’s lines, or attach 

your line to the former speech, no space between. 

Places: Signal for actors to begin their scene. 

Plant: 1) Person stationed in audience who has function in play. 2) Line, idea, or character that 

significantly foreshadows some important element coming later in play. 

Point-Up or Point-To: Emphasize or play-up idea or character. 

Position: Actor’s place onstage on stage as set by director. 

Prompt Book or Prompt Script: Script marked with directions and cues to be used by stage manager or 

assistant directory. 



Properties (Props): All objects onstage exclusive of scenery. 

Rake: Gradual slope of floor, i.e. rakes house or raked stage. 

Ramp: Sloping walk leading to higher elevation. 

Revamp: To rewrite scene or play by bringing it up to date. 

Revolving Stage: Turntable stage. 

Run-Through: To rehearse a play without stopping. 

Scene: Division within an act; usually refers to short section where there is a change of characters. 

Shtick: (Slang) Bits of cliché character business designed to get laughs. 

Script: Typewritten or printed copy of play. 

Shoestring Production: Putting on a play with a minimum of financial expenditure. 

Sides: Pages of the manuscript holding an actor’s lines and cues, usually only used in musicals. It is not 

the whole play. 

Sitting on their Hands: (Slang) An unresponsive audience. 

SRO: Standing room only. 

Stage Call: Meeting of cast and director onstage for instructions. 

Stage hands: Helpers employed backstage – in the movies called a grip. 

Stage Left: Actors left when facing audience. 

Stage Manager: Person responsible for play in production, calls cues for actors, lights, sound, set changes. 

Stage Right: Actor’s right when facing audience. 

Stage Superstitions: 

 Bad Luck:  

1. Being wished good luck. 

2. Whistling in dressing room. 

3. Using old rabbit’s foot for new makeup. 

4. Opening telegrams before first performance. 

Good Luck: 

1. Pocketful of coins. 

2. Cat backstage. 

3. Wearing old shoes associated with hit. 

4. Wishing player back luck – “Break a leg.” 

Stage Whisper: Speaking just loud enough for audience to hear, but gives the illusion of whispering. 

Steal a Scene: To call attention to yourself when it should be elsewhere. 

Strike: Call given to stage crew to remove scenery and props or dismantle the entire production. 

Tableau: Living picture (people frozen like statues). 

Tag: Line at climax (pointing up preceding speech). 

Take a Call: Bow before audience. 

Take Stage: Move into stronger stage position. 

Teaser: Overhead drapery used to mask lighting equipment. 

“Tech” Director: Person responsible for all production crews. 

The Road: Area outside New York played by touring companies. 

The Sticks: Small towns played by touring companies. 

Topping Cues: Pick up energy, the pace, and the volume of a scene; one actor jumps on top of a previous 

characters line thereby building tension and emotional impact. 

Tormentor: Flats or drapes at sides, upstage of act curtain, used to mask backstage. 

Trap: Opening in stage floor. 

Turkey: Theatrical flop or “bomb”. 

Turn in or Turn out: Turn your body toward or away from others. 



Upstage: Toward the back of the stage. 

Upstaging: Moving upstage to gain audience’s attention, thus compelling cast to turn toward that actor, 

thus facing away from the audience. 

Wardrobe: Costumes and articles of dress for production. 

Wings: Space at either side of stage, behind the scene, or offstage. 

X: Abbreviation for “cross,” as in XDL is “cross down left”. 

 

Terms Relating to Actors 

Dramatis Personae: Latin, meaning persons in the play. 

Bit Part: Role with very few lines, if any, and/or little action. 

Character Part: Role depicting unusual individual. 

Ensemble: Group of players acting together. 

Equity: Actors’ Equity Association, an actors’ union. 

Features: Billing secondary only to the star role. 

Ham: Actor who is bad, but thinks he is good. 

Headliner: Star or leading player. 

Heavy: Usually villain of cast or adult in serious role. 

Ingénue: Young girl playing love interest. 

Juvenile: Player of youthful roles. 

Lead: Actor playing the most prominent or important part. 

Masque: Early dramatic presentation of mythology. 

Quick Study: One who can memorize a park quickly. 

Repertory: Collection of plays that may be readily performed because of familiarity to actors. 

Rep Show: Company playing repertory. 

Revue: Musical comedy, without plot. 

Stock: Company performing a new play every week. 

Trouper: Seasoned actor who always works for plays best interest. 

Understudy: Actor capable of playing another’s role in an emergency. 

Walk-On: Minor role with few lies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


